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WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® console, Xbox 360 
Kinect® Sensor, and accessory manuals for important safety and health information. 
www.xbox.com/support.

Important Health Warning: Photosensitive Seizures

A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to 
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video 
games. Even people with no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed 
condition that can cause “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video 
games. Symptoms can include light-headedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, 
jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, momentary loss of 
awareness, and loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling 
down or striking nearby objects. Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor 
if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents, watch for or ask children about 
these symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely to experience these seizures. 
The risk may be reduced by being farther from the screen; using a smaller screen; 
playing in a well-lit room, and not playing when drowsy or fatigued. If you or any 
relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.

CuStomer SuPPort
Having problems? 
Email Support - consolesupport@505games.co.uk 
Tel-(44) 0203 0272093

If you are experiencing problems with your 505 Games product please send us an email providing as much detail as possible so 
we can provide help in resolving any technical issues. You can find out more about the 505 Games product range by visiting our 
website at www.505games.co.uk 

WeLCome
PAYDAY™ 2 is an action-packed, four-player co-op shooter that once again lets gamers don the masks of 
the original PAYDAY crew - Dallas, Hoxton, Wolf and Chains - as they  descend on Washington DC for an 
epic crime spree.

The new CRIME.NET network offers a huge range of dynamic contracts, and players are free to choose 
anything from small-time convenience store hits or kidnappings, to major league cyber-crime or 
emptying out major bank vaults for that epic PAYDAY. While in DC, why not participate in the local 
community, and run a few political errands?

Up to four friends co-operate on the hits, and as the crew progresses the jobs become bigger, better 
and more rewarding. Along with earning more money and becoming a legendary criminal comes a new 
character customization and crafting system that lets crews build and customize their own guns and gear.

With that said – welcome to the world of PAYDAY™ 2.
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  Xbox Guide

Button Action

BACK Button Mission screen

START Button In-game Menu

Right Trigger Fire Weapon

Right Bumper Shout/Interact

Y Button Switch Weapon

B Button Crouch

A Button Jump

Button Action

X Button Reload

Right Stick (press) Melee Attack

Directional Pad Weapon gadget on/off

Left Stick (press) Run

Left Bumper Deploy Equipment/ 
Throw Bag

Left Trigger Aim Down Sight


